
Get the mystery that everyone will be talking about.  
American Suzuki Institute started out quietly for teenage 
violinists Bayly, Hunter, May and Sebastian, but it soon turns 
into a wild ride. 
 
Bayly Hall, age 13, is getting her first full-sized violin.  Her 
parents have consented to buy a Goldin, one of the most 
expensive and impressive violins in the world.  Hunter 
Petersen, age 13, is back for his sixth year at the American 
Suzuki Institute.  May Wong, age 12, has never been to a 
music camp before and is nervous that she might not be 
good enough.  Sebastian Phelps, age 12, of Stevens Point, 
is from a large, musical family. 
 
When Bayly's Goldin violin disappears, Hunter, May and 
Sebastian vow to help Bayly find the thief.  However, 
institute is only a week long.  Will they have time to compile 
the clues and solve the mystery?  Will Bayly get her violin 
back?  Join Bayly, Sebastian, Hunter and May in their week 
at the American Suzuki Institute as they race the clock and 
learn about life, music and being detectives. 
 
This is a great book for Suzuki students getting ready to 
attend American Suzuki Institute for the first time, as well as 

for those children who have been many times.  Readers will know what to expect from their institute experience 
- what the schedule is like, what classes are like, and what fun they will have. 
 
The Stolen Goldin Violin was written by ASI attendees Elizabeth, Andy, Craig and Tom Felt.  The idea started 
on a family camping trip with everyone contributing ideas.  Elizabeth wrote most of the story during the National 
Novel Writing Month, with Craig as musical expert and Tom as fellow writer. 
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